American Changer Products

AC500 Bill Changer - Single Hopper

The largest of our economical line of changers, this front load model is ideal for small Vending and Amusement locations. It provides a 1,000 Quarter capacity, and is designed to use where $1, $5, and $10 Dollar Bill acceptance is desired. The Bill Acceptor has a 500-note stacker.

Product Features:

- Pyramid Validator accepts: $1, $5
- Stacker capacity: 500 bills
- Hopper capacity: 1000 quarters
  (optional) 800 $1 coins

Options:

- Vending header
  8 1/2” W x 14” H x 10” D
- Vending base
  8 1/2” W x 40” H x 10” D
- 10¢ coin hopper
- $1 coin hopper
- MARS Validator: $1, $5
- CoinCo Vantage
  validator $1, $5

Warranty:

- 1 year on parts
- 2 years on validator

Dimensions:

- 8 1/2” W
- 18” H
- 10” D
- Weight: 29 lbs.